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Welcome to Newsletter 134
What a difference 2 months make!

Our caption competition (photo on left) was won by
Ruth Davis with the caption “It’s faster on foot”.
Congratulations, Ruth. Ruth wins a year’s
subscription to OxPA and a choice from our stall
goods. Thanks to Councillors Suzanne Bartington
and Susanna Pressel for judging.
That leads us on to:
Walking in the city during lockdown
(from Sushila, OxPA chair)
Walking in the middle of the public highway is a
joy that has not worn off after 5 weeks; the
surfaces are smooth, the views all round excellent,
the sense of space from not being forced onto the
margins empowering. This is walking in Oxford
city at its best. From rooftops and trees and
gardens come the excited songs of birds,
reclaiming their right to talk across roads and
distance that has been lost for decades to traffic's
roar. The air is sweet and clean; I can breathe to
the bottom of my lungs, not needing to stop myself
from breathing traffic fumes and hold my breath or
keep it shallow. A single vehicle passing makes
the air smell of exhaust and roars for several
minutes before it is seen and after it has gone. I
find it hard to believe what we usually put up with,
that incessant, roar, smell, dirt, and lack of comfort
and space. Hythe Bridge Street has stopped being
Oxford's most horrible street and become a
pleasure to walk on. St Giles and Broad Street
have become for this time the beautiful squares

we dream of in OxPA. St Aldates is the biggest
surprise; I do not expect to be able to breathe but
find I can. My skin and clothes stay clean as they
never usually do in the city centre. I seize this
moment and walk in the city, hoping that despite
the anxiety and uncertainty of these times that
some of this can be seen as opportunity to be built
on. Some business should not ever return to
'usual'.

(Thanks to Chris Cowley for pictures of the city during
lockdown.)

Pavement Parking and social distancing
A bill to outlaw pavement parking in England is
working its way through parliament. We have
written to all Oxfordshire MPs asking them to
support this bill, but with amendments. At present
the draft bill sets out with good intentions, but then
lists a whole variety of conditions under which
pavement parking would still be legal.
Presumably this is intended to make the bill more
palatable for a public wedded to the motor car.
We have asked MPs to argue against all these
exemptions.
Sushila, OxPA Chair, has also written to
Christian Mauz, the County Council Officer
responsible for introduction of new Controlled
Parking Zones (CPZs), saying that “OxPA is
generally in favour of CPZs because they
regularise and control car parking … however, we
do not support and have been disappointed by the
painting of lines on pavements to regularise
vehicle parking on footways or on part of footways
as CPZs are brought in. This has been done to
date in many CPZs and has led to much reduced
pavement space for walkers and wheelchair
users, without room for two wheelchair users to
pass one another. Given that the County's policy
is to put the needs of pedestrians at the top of the
hierarchy of road users, we hope to see this policy
put into practice by ending the slicing of footways
into parking places and unfriendly narrow singlefile walking spaces.”

Oxford on crutches
(From Cllr Dr Suzanne Bartington)
Last October I was enjoying a regular Sunday
morning run – my last before the Oxford Half
Marathon when I slipped, twisted and felt a sharp
‘pop’ in my ankle. A fracture and ligament tear at
the site of a long-term injury, and elbow crutches
soon became my vital mobility aid. As I adjusted to
life using crutches I was astonished by the
multiple accessibility barriers experienced by so
many on a daily basis. The lack of flush kerbs, Aframe signs obstructing the pavement and shop
doors too heavy to push with one hand. The fear
of being knocked over whilst trying to cross the
road at puffin or zebra crossings became a regular
occurrence whilst navigating my regular journey to
County Hall. Buses were particularly frustrating –
waiting at kerbside exposed to the elements with
no bench to rest a weary injured leg, often only to
board and find the priority seat occupied by an
able-bodied person. Overcoming these barriers
can be exhausting – with feelings of insecurity
contributing to physical demands. Yet, as I remind
myself each time I pick up my mobility aids – this
affliction is slight and probably temporary. The
absolute necessity to remove these barriers is
now firmly in my mind as a Councillor as I
reassess the environment around us.

Electric car charging points – protect our
pavements!
OxPA should welcome more electric cars – less
exhaust smoke as we walk in Oxford. But new
charging points are being installed on the

Meetings: Note that Town Hall meetings are
on hold at present
May 26th: Discussion on Zoom. How are things
for pedestrians during lockdown?
June 23rd: details t.b.c.
pavements. The picture is of Sandfield Road,
Headington. Please Councillors stop this
reduction in the already limited space available for
pedestrians.
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LTCP5 consultation
Members are reminded, following Sushila’s email
of 8th April, that the Local Transport and
Connectivity Plan 5 is open for consultation until
17th May. The consultation is at
https://consultations.oxfordshire.gov.uk/consult.ti/lt
cp.engagement/consultationHome. The OxPA
committee are putting together a response from
the association.
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